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dr. fone can help you restore the lost data from the iphone. to help you restore deleted photos, you can reset the iphone and use the "reset all settings" option. after that, select
"photos", "videos", "contacts", and "message", and you can recover all the lost data. you can also search for the deleted data in the itunes backup files by using "photos" or

"videos". dr fone has a streamlined and easy-to-use interface. users are guided through the setup process in just a few minutes, and there are no useless toolbars or distracting pop-
ups. as such, youll be able to focus on recovering those critical files without any of that busywork. as for the recovery process, you can access a series of tabs that showcase

different forms of data recovery. of these, dr fone highlights three of the most prominent features: recover files from ios devices restore from itunes backup erase your device the
first tab allows you to search through your lost files either manually or automatically. the latter involves the use of wondershare dr. fones built-in data recovery tools. to start, the
feature recognizes ios device types and automatically sorts file types into the appropriate category. needless to say, dr. fone isnt perfect, but it never hurts to try. in fact, even dr.
fones notoriously bad performance has improved to the point where it can recover critical data from your pc. when youre finished searching, youll see a list of found items. you can
choose to copy them to a new folder or to restore them. if wondershare dr. fones performance isnt up to par, you can always browse through thumbnails of media that either wasnt

retrieved or was recovered.
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software, you can
backup, restore, convert,

and manage iphone,
android, and windows
devices. it is a reliable

application that lets you
search for lost photos
and videos on your ios

devices. wondershare dr.
fone is compatible with
windows xp, vista, 7, 8,

and 10. you can also
access all android

functions with a single
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program. with this
software, you can

backup, restore, and
manage android devices.

you can reset lost
passcode, backup,
restore, and freeze

locked apps with this
powerful program.

wondershare dr. fone is
compatible with windows
7, 8, and 10. if you are
facing major problems
with your android or ios
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devices, you need to
recover lost data.

wondershare dr. fone is
an industry-best data

recovery program. it has
been designed to recover

lost files, contacts,
messages, notes, call

logs, and other
information on your

mobile devices.
wondershare dr. fone
features a simple and

clean interface. you can
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launch the software,
connect your

smartphone, and then
select your recovery

method. in case you wish
to recover deleted

contacts or messages,
you can click on the

recent option and quickly
scan them. the program
can recover deleted files,
contacts, photos, videos,
call logs, sms, and any
other data from your
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smartphone. you can also
transfer data between

devices and repair
system errors. when it
comes to data backup,
wondershare dr. fone

provides you with a free
trial period. you can use

it to recover data,
transfer files between
devices, and check the

data stored in your
smartphone. 5ec8ef588b
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